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Geometry of a Bumpy Torus
• A magnetic mirror machine confines
particles by reflection based on
conservation of a particle’s magnetic
moment µ. The perpendicular energy,
W⊥ = µB, changes based on where a
particle is along a field line. The total
energy is W = W⊥ + W||. As an electron
moves closer to a magnetic coil, W⊥
increases at the expense of W|| up to the
point where W|| → 0.
• The angle a charged particle makes
with the B field is the pitch angle. If the
pitch angle is small, W|| never vanishes
and particles leak out of the mirror.
Mod B contours (kG)
in a mirror cavity
• Imagine a series of magnetic mirror
machines placed end to end and twisted into a torus.
An ion or electron that leaks out of one mirror cavity finds itself in another
mirror cell. This constitutes a bumpy torus.
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The ORNL Bumpy Torus
1972 - 1986
B midplane

6.5 kG

B mirror throat 13 kG
Field power

10 MW

Torus volume

1351 l

Major radius

150 cm

Aspect ratio

10:1

Microwave power:
CW 28 GHz

200 kW

CW 18 GHz

60 kW

• The fusion idea: microwaves heat electrons (CW)
that through Coulomb collisions heat ions
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Novel Characteristics of a Bumpy Torus
• Microwave-driven electron-cyclotron heating (ECH) is very efficient. This
was studied as early as 1962 by Ray Dandl, inventor of the bumpy-torus concept.
High-pitch-angle electrons were heated to MeV temperatures in simple mirrors and
in a mirror with a 15o tilt between magnets – the canted mirror – a segment of a
torus. The disadvantage of the relativistic electrons is the resulting 105 R/hr x-ray
dose. However, there is a confinement benefit. More on this later.
• The bumpy torus is a steady-state machine –
a desirable feature of a power reactor – not like a
Tokamak in this regard!
• Unlike a Tokamak, it is current free. There
are no multi-MA plasma currents, no disruptions,
and no melt-downs! Current drive is not a
requirement for plasma heating.
• The magnet coils are simple, circular, and
planar – not pretzels like in a stellarator.
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About Those Hot Electrons…
• In the ORNL Bumpy Torus, a class of
electrons were typically heated to ~400 keV
and resided in an annular region in the
cavity midplane near where ω c = 2eB/mc.
• They were absolutely mirror
confined. If microwave power
crow-barred, one could see the
dϕ
diamagnetic
signal, W⊥ , decay
dt
on a strip chart! The time
of decay equaled the
W⊥
€ down time for drag
slowing
in a cold gas: about 1
ne l
second! The electron
annuli, the rings, were
rock-hard stable.

50 ms/cm

Time
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Ring Power Balance
• Ring losses are due to Coulomb
scattering into the loss cone,
bremsstrahlung, synchrotron
radiation, and drag on the toroidal
core electrons.
• The hot-electron ring loss can
be dominated by drag on the
toroidal plasma, as in this figure
for EBT-P – the bumpy-torus
proof-of-principle experiment,
with density ~1 – 5 x 1013/cc.
• An unanswered question is how
ring drag compares with direct
electron-cyclotron heating.
• For EBT-S, the drag was
≤1 kW.
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Isn’t 400 keV too hot?
No. The DD fusion rate doesn’t peak until ~800 keV!

• Microwaves heat
the rings.
• The rings heat the
bulk electron density.
As much as 75% of
the power loss of the
rings is to the bulk
electron distribution.
• The bulk electrons
heat the ions.

At the ~15 keV, <σv> is ~100 times less than at 400 keV! But Ti and Te are
different. Electrons are the heat-transfer mechanism. Fusion needs Ti. And,
most of all, fusion needs density. The fusion rate goes as ni2.
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The Diamagnetic Rings Can Stabilize the Torus
• Perhaps the greatest threat to a
toroidal confinement system is plasma
instability: magneto-hydrodynamic
instabilities or interchange modes. This
is due to gradients in the radial
magnetic field between the inside and
outside of the torus. A tokamak
attempts to avoid MHD trouble with a
rotational transform – a twisting of the
field lines circulating around the torus.
• A bumpy torus has no rotational
transform. Instead, it relies on the
diamagnetic field of the hot-electron
rings. The stability depends on the
stored energy, W⊥ (~40 J/ sector), and
the width and the length of the ring.

Jaeger, Nucl. Fusion, 25, 71 (1984)
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ELMO Bumpy Torus Parameters
• For 28 GHz, the critical density is
Ncrit ~9.7 x 1012/cc.
C mode operation: a high-pressure,
“cold” plasma with small W⊥
T mode operation: By lowering gas
pressure, W⊥ increases to stabilize
against MHD modes, instabilities
damp, and Te increases
M mode: As the pressure reaches a
threshold, fluctuations increase and
the system behaves as 24
independent mirror machines.
Hillis, Phys. Fluids 26, 820 (1983)
• Soft-x-ray measurements
(very difficult, but easy cf laser Thomson scattering at ~1012!) suggest that
the density was power limited! At max power, we were still a factor of ~8
below Ncrit. This measurement was consistent with the line-integrated
microwave interferometry estimate.
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Soft-X-Ray Temperature Measurements
• Ne was linear with power and was
power limited, and Te increases more
than linearly! DOE approved an $88
megabuck upgrade in the early 1980s.
• The technology has changed in 30
years. Imagine what one might do at 80
kG* with a few MW of 200 GHz.** No
longer power limited, Ne ⇒ mid 1014/cc.
With super-conducting coils, there is no
10 MW electric for magnets, but 10’s of
kW. Collision frequencies are 100 X
higher! Energy confinement time
increases with machine size and Te.
* Lubell, LCP report, 1987
** ~$2/W, Communications & Power
Industries, Inc. per 0.5-MW unit
• So, what went wrong?

Hillis, Phys. Fluids 26, 820 (1983)
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The X-Ray Diagnostic Was Insensitive to the Bulk Electrons.

Above, raw spectrum
⇑ Corrected spectrum
Right, efficiency ⇒
The Si(Li) detector
was virtually blind to
low-energy electrons.
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Thomson Scattering was Required to Verify Confinement.

Ruby-laser results at 100 kW, 28 GHz
Though at a fraction of the x-ray Te, this bulk plasma constituted an
extremely hostile environment. The bulk temperature exceeded 1,000,000o C.
105 R/hr! Steady state! Macroscopic flakes of Al, deposited an atom at a time,
could be peeled off the chamber walls with tape! Nothing subtle about fusion!
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Thomson Scattering Ruby-Laser Spectrum

Cobble, RSI 56, 1018 (1985)

• 50 laser shots were integrated (advantage of CW operation) -- ~1 hour!
• Fifth-challenge signal ~1.5 photons/shot – decidedly in the Poisson regime!
• Thot was assumed from the x-ray data and was not a fit parameter.
• At 100-kW power, the hot component from the fit is ~12% of the bulk Ne.
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Didn’t the Rings Stabilize the Toroidal Plasma?
• The figures of merit were ring W⊥, ring width, and ring length.
• The W⊥ may have been marginal at 40 J/ring.
• The ring width as a minimum was a single
gyro-diameter – about 1 cm.
• The length ~10 cm.
For a thicker ring, only the inside
and outside currents (oppositely
directed) do not cancel, depending
on Ne(r,θ). The further apart these
currents, the less the diamagnetic
effect. Note the 10-kG resonant
field for large pitch-angle mirrorconfined electrons.
Hillis measured the width as 5 – 7 cm. (Hillis, Phys. Fluids 29. 3796 (1986)
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Something Else that Can Go Wrong: Field Errors
•
Dandl and Ikegami measured field errors on the bumpy torus with an electron beam.
The field lines were closed to within 1.5 x 10-4. This condition was obtained by adjusting
currents in quadrapole windings around the torus, and it doesn’t sound too bad.
•
But, there were substantial field errors. In 1972 when the torus was built, the 24
magnets were mounted on pedestals intended to support the whole torus. Mirror cavity
sections were inserted between the magnets sequentially until all were in place. The last
mirror section fit, but its bolt circle was azimuthally 0.5” out of sync. There was a 0.010”
error in the bolt-circle machining tape. The last cavity section had a new bolt circle
drilled. When assembled, the coils did not rest flat on the pads. So, the coils were
shimmed. Each coil was tilted .020” more than its nearest neighbor. The 0.05” error was
integrated to one pair of adjacent coils. Could this have been a really big mistake?
•
There was another error. In adjusting the error-field current, the figure
of merit was maximum W⊥. The proper FOM would have been core Te, but we
couldn’t measure it quickly. We just saw that maximum core density in the good
operating regime provides maximum drag on the rings – minimizing W⊥.
Unfortunately, minimizing W⊥ would not be a good FOM either.
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If one could build the experiment again…
One might imagine that the bumpy torus came very close to working. Plasma
performance was increasing very quickly with power. The fraction of the
distribution that was “hot” was increasing. Variables that might be changed are:
• Profile heating to increase W⊥ – This was tried with 18 GHz. It didn’t
work [Rasmussen, Phys. Fluids 28, 1932 (1985)].
• Changing the resonant B field position. This try was unspectacular too.
• Modern magnetics codes could be used to optimize fields and geometry.
[This is another area with significant advancement in the last 30 years.]
• The length of the rings could be increased if for example a solenoid winding
were placed between mirror coils to lengthen the resonance region in the
midplane. A longer ring would have higher W⊥. First harmonic heating could be
used for the rings with no stray resonance surfaces intercepting machine walls.
Mirror ratio is also a variable that may be selected more efficiently with codes.
• A variant on this idea was the bumpy square, which had four long solenoids
with sharp 90o turns between them [N. Uckan, Fusion Technology 8, 1664
(1985)]. Formerly approved by DOE, the EBT upgrade was canceled by 1985.
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Conclusion and Summary
In 30 years, order-of-magnitude technological advances have taken place in
multiple areas of plasma heating and confinement. Before 1985, the microwavedriven bumpy torus was limited by the older technologies. There were positive
indications of plasma performance; however, the hardware limited plasma density
ne and temperature Te. The resulting low-density plasma was difficult to
characterize. Built-in magnetic-field errors detracted from optimum tuning, and
the figure of merit for optimization was incorrect. Given the paucity of optimal
alternatives, it may be time to revisit the bumpy-torus concept.
The major capability upgrades are magnetic field, microwave frequency,
continuous-wave (CW) microwave power, and magnetics codes for calculating
fields. An 80-kG field was demonstrated in 1987. CW ~1-MW, 140-GHz
microwave sources existed in 2005. A reasonable goal is to evaluate a modified
bumpy-torus confinement with a ~100-times higher Ne without the power limit.
EBT came very close to being a successful player in an arena willed with
dinosaurs that cannot succeed at sustained fusion power. This is indeed a grand
challenge.
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